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Abbreviations Key: 
 
Board of Management (BOM) 

College Development Network (CDN) 

Management Information Systems/Services (MIS) 

University of Highlands and islands (UHI) 

Small to medium Enterprises (SMEs) 

More choices more chances (MCMC) 

Centre for Excellence for looked After Children in Scotland (CELCIS) 

Corporate Parenting Plan (CPP) 

Head of Student Experience (HOSE) 

Student Support team (SST) 

Additional Support team (AST) 

Senior Management Team (SME) 

College Management Team (CMT) 

Getting it right for every child (GIRFEC) 

Personal Academic Tutors (PATs) 
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Perth College UHI –Corporate Parenting Plan 2017-2021 
 

The Context 
 
In 2015-16 Perth College UHI had 9112 students of which 3200 were full-time.  The rest are 
a mixture of online, part-time, distance learning students or those engaging through other 
modes of study such as; short courses, block or day release, and leisure and evening 
classes.  Perth College UHI is a large and active partner within the University of Highlands 
and Islands (UHI). 
 
Perth College UHI is part of the University of Highlands and Islands (UHI).  The UHI is a 
network comprising of thirteen partner colleges (including Perth College UHI) and research 
institutions.  It also includes a network of over fifty leaning centres located throughout the 
Highlands and Islands of Scotland.  Perth College UHI is furthest South in the UHI and is 
also the largest academic partner in the UHI regarding numbers of students.  We are part of 
the newest University in the UK; UHI having been granted university status in February 
2011. 
 
Perth College UHI has a portfolio that offers provision that spans both Further (FE) and 
Higher Education (HE) which one of our key strengths.  The benefits to students is that 
Perth College UHI have course provision to suit ability levels of all.  Students could enrol at 
Introductory or Access level and potential progress all the way to Post Graduate and PHD 
study and research.  That combination and potential makes it a very interesting dynamic 
and place to study.  It offers students a very real and alternative student journey. 
 
Our courses span the whole range of education and types of qualification:  including 
vocational focused SVQs, Entry and introductory courses through accredited FE levels 
(NPAs, NQ, NC,) all the way to HE level (HNC, HND, Degree courses and Post Graduate 
level study). 
 
The college also offer specific flexible courses for those who need more input to enable the 
students to cope with the demands a mainstream course.  These pre-mainstream courses 
are offered at progressive levels up to mainstream entry. 
 
The college also has funded contracts to deliver shorter courses to prepare young 
unemployed for work; national training programs eg GRFW, Training for Work and Training 
for College:  and work closely and in partnership with a wide range of local agencies and 
organisations. 
 
The UHI set-up is a real opportunity to re-generate the region and add economic benefits 
and other benefits all students, partners and employers. 
 
Perth itself is a small city (City status; granted in April 2012) it has roughly 145,000 people 
living in it or nearby (eg Crieff, Blairgowrie, Kinross, Aberfeldy and Pitlochry).  However, it 
has been identified as the fastest growing area of Scotland currently and the area's 
population is predicted to grow substantial by 2030.  Plans and infrastructure changes are 
being drafted and put in place to accommodate and prepare for this demographic shift. 
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Perth is situated at the south end of the Highland and Islands region.  It is surrounded by 
beautiful hills and mountains and has the river Tay flowing through it.  Perth itself does not 
have a heavy industry base, and lots of the employment opportunities are in the service and 
public sector areas, it has a large SMEs focus and context.  It also has a large percentage 
of people employed in low paid, service sector areas. 
 
Key economic sectors include:  Hospitality/Food and Drink/Leisure and Tourism, Care, 
Retail and Customer Service, and a large Service and Public sector.  Perth and Kinross has 
an economic structure which largely consists of SMEs. 
 
Perth and Kinross is serviced by around 13 Secondary schools (and a number of private 
schools).  There are also a few specialist schools; including Balnacraig which offers 
Supported Residential Accommodation to young people.  This school would host Young 
People from a 'Care Experienced background'. 
 
School leavers who do not achieve a positive destination on leaving school are known as 
the MCMC group (more choices more chances) and are key customers for Skills 
Development Scotland and our partner organisations locally.  The College is a key active 
partner locally, working effectively with a wide range of agencies, departments and 
organisations to support a wide range of disadvantaged groups and to enable an effective 
GIRFEC multi-agency approach. 
 
Perth College UHI were successful in achieving the Buttle Trust Quality Charter Mark in 
July 2012:  a quality mark indicator highlighting good practice and provision for those from 
looked after backgrounds.  This award enabled us to evaluate and benchmark our provision 
and processes at that time; it also included drafting an action plan that identified some 
areas for College to develop and progress. 
 
Perth College UHI have taken a pro-active approach in improving our provision and support 
further; key members of staff are involved at local level within a multi-agency approach 
(under the GIRFEC framework) eg Perth College UHI have representatives in key council 
committees:  including the 'looked after children Strategic forum' and a Corporate Parenting 
sub group.  The College have staff on both the 'Child Protection and Adult Protection 
Committees' and attend the broader 'Children and Families Partnership Committee' 
meetings which is chaired by the councils CEO.  The individual members in these 
committee groups are earmarked and invited to take part in regular focused training 
sessions as part of their remit- including training delivered by 'Who Cares Scotland'1 and 
CELCIS.  College Development Network (CDN) also organise a range of development days 
for College staff who lead on Corporate Parenting work to help them share good practice,  
prepare their plans and strategies and update their knowledge on this area. 
 
In May 2016, Perth College UHI also updated its Safeguarding policy and procedure by 
including a specific statement regarding Corporate Parenting and how the College will 
provide a safe environment for those from 'care experienced backgrounds'. 
 
Awareness raising sessions on Corporate Parenting and the duties Colleges have under 
new legislation have been delivered to all staff (support, academic, management etc) and to 
the College Senior Management Team and College Board of Management.  These 

                                            
1 See Appendix 1 
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sessions focused on the responsibilities the college (and its' staff) has as a Corporate 
Parent and highlighted the duties the college should be carrying out in relation to those 
responsibilities.  The sessions also focused on the disadvantages that care experienced 
young people face. 
 
As a College we are well aware that the Scottish Government views a 'care experienced 
background' as it does a personal protected characteristic (and that this group are hugely 
disadvantaged in life) as such, future strategies, practice, provision and processes within 
the College should reflect this status.  We are also aware that those from 'care experienced 
backgrounds' have been identified within more recent government plans and directives that 
will have a big impact on education; such as,  Developing Scotland's Young Work Force 
(Wood report) and the current report on Widening Access and Participation, 'Access and 
Inclusion Strategies and similar drivers within a wider social justice model. 
 
This narrative above, has highlighted the Perth UHI context as part of developing a 
Corporate Parenting Plan and strategy for those from 'care experienced backgrounds'.  Our 
plan will highlight key structures, systems and provision as they are and look at ways to 
develop these further.  Any development and or aims in the CPP will be considered within a 
context of a 'student journey' as keeping the student at the centre of what we do is key to 
the College.  The plan will focus on four general areas (see below) whilst ensuring we carry 
out of duties as highlighted within the Corporate Parenting part (section 9) of the Children 
and Young Persons Bill 2014. 
 
1 Outreach and pre entry guidance/provision. 

2 Application and on-course process. 

3 Pre-exit support and beyond. 

4 Monitoring and evaluation. 
 

Baseline Figures 
 
Perth College UHI has noted an increasing number of students each year that are 
disclosing a care experienced background. 
 
Table 1:  Number of students indicating on application they have a care experienced 
background. 
 

 FE HE Total 

2014-15 74 17 91 

2015-16 78 43 121 

2016-17 114 53 167 
 
Table 2:  Number of students enrolled each year:  that highlighted a care experienced 
background. 
 
 

FE HE Total 
Application to Enrolment 

Conversion Rate 

2014-15 64 17 81 89% 

2015-16 71 24 95 78% 

2016-17 60 25 85 51% 
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Table 3:  Total applications each year (excluding International Students) 
 

 FE HE Total Distinct Count 

2014-15 4576 2807 7383 5647 

2015-16 4732 3130 7862 5956 

2016-17 5782 3776 9558 7066 

 
Table 4:  Total enrolments each year.  (Excluding international) 
 

 
FE HE Total 

Application to 
Enrolment 

Conversion Rate 

Application to Enrolment 
Conversion Rate 

(using distinct count) 

2014-15 2606 1206 3812 52% 67% 

2015-16 2908 1254 4162 52% 70% 

2016-17 2634 1481 4115 43% 58% 

 
Note:  The distinct count is based on each individual applicant.  We need this figure 
to make sense of the data as at the application stage one person may have applied 
for more than one course. 
 
Retention, Achievement and positive destination comparative data.  (FE only)  

Category 

2015/16 2014/15 

Total 
Students Care Experienced Total Students Care Experienced 

Number of 
Starters 

2702 60 2764 61 

Early Retention 
(still here after 
1st November) 

2600 (96%) 56 (93%) 2622 (95%) 54 (91%) 

Retention (still 
here at the end 
of the course) 

2338 (87%) 39 (65%) 2383 (86%) 45 (74%) 

Successful 2018 (75%) 30 (50%) 2024 (73%) 40 (66%) 

Destinations (FT 
only – and only 
those who were 
successful) 

753 Returns 
(from 847) 

22 Returns in 
Survey 

19 Positive 
3 Unknown 
0 Negative 

877 Successful 
773 Positive Dest 

(88%) 
39 Negative Dest 

(4%) 
65 Unknown (7%) 

32 Successful 
27 Positive Dest 

(84%) 
3 Negative Dest 

(9%) 
2 Unknown (6%) 
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Collaborative Working 
 
Pre 2012:  Perth College UHI have always adopted a collaborative approach with its 
partners and stakeholders.  Perth UHI has a history of developing a portfolio that caters for 
and meets the needs of a range of abilities and applicants from across the local community 
and beyond.  The College established effective working arrangements with 'Through Care-
After Care Services' and other related agencies and works closely with specialist schools 
like Balnacraig (Residential Accommodation). 
 
Perth College UHI introduced a dedicated 'Transitions Officer' role to liaise and work in 
partnership with each local school in Perth and Kinross to identify school pupils with an 
interest in moving on to study at Perth College UHI;  but who require an 'Enhanced 
Transition' and additional support to ensure a positive move and journey.  The Transitions 
Officer remit included attending 'Post 16' meetings and Additional Support Needs (ASN) 
review meetings in local schools.  This remit and approach was extended to accommodate 
YP from other local agencies (eg SDS, Offsite learning provision agencies etc) as long as 
the student was identified as vulnerable and would benefit from an enhanced transition into 
College.  The new role of 'Student Support Worker' was introduced in 2011, part of the 
remit of that role includes supporting those students (caseload) on enhanced transitions at 
the point when the students started  coming into College- this ensured they were supported 
on an on-going basis if need be throughout their course. 
 
The College had developed a lot of informal good practice and expertise, including effective 
working relationships with agencies working with Young People from care experienced 
backgrounds; (Including- Youth Services, 'Through Care After Care and Calms' provision).  
However, it was felt that if Perth College UHI was to achieve the Buttle Quality Mark status, 
a wider strategic and structured framework would be required.  Also, wider awareness was 
required (by staff) about the needs of the Care Experienced group and similar vulnerable 
groups.  The systems and processes we used at that time (pre 2012) needed to be 
reviewed and evaluated specifically for those from care experienced backgrounds and other 
similarly disadvantaged groups.  At that time the College were giving more value to the 
student experience and the College were more focused on taking a 'student journey view'.  
This changing reference context would help Student and Support Services to get things 
right.  So the application for the Buttle Trust Quality Mark provided Perth College UHI with 
the ideal framework, and opportunity to move forward at that time.  We also had hoped the 
quality mark itself would demonstrate, to any care experienced applicants, the kind of 
College we are, and the experience and support they should expect.  We wanted to be self-
aware as a College and put students at the centre of what we do.  The quality mark would 
symbolise the trust needed to our care experienced applicants. 
 
Post 2012:  On achieving the Buttle Trust Quality Mark, Perth College UHI joined the Buttle 
Trust National Network forum; to further develop our own practice and strategies and 
network with other organisations to improve.  We also had our own action plan (required to 
achieve the quality mark) in place to develop our in-house aims for care experienced 
students.  We also became active members of a network group of Colleges and 
Universities on the East Coast that had achieved the Buttle Trust Quality Mark Award.  This 
group met periodically to discuss practice and issues effecting all the partners.  The UHI 
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also set up a Buttle Award Network Group to support its own Academic Partners; with Perth 
being a key member. 
 
Our Perth College UHI Senior Management Team and Board of Management have been 
very supportive of work for those form care experienced backgrounds.  They requested 
awareness raising sessions to keep them up to date and informed.  Three of these sessions 
have now been delivered, they understood the significance of the Buttle Trust Quality Mark 
Award and of the aims and strategies required going forward under new Corporate 
Parenting duties and responsibilities. 
 
Latterly, Perth College UHI have been active through the College Access and Inclusion 
Network and the Colleges Safeguarding Network in all matters relating to Corporate 
Parenting.  Perth College UHI are members of the Local Authority 'Looked-After Strategic 
Forum' as part of our local multi-agency approach.  More recently, Perth Council have set-
up a Corporate Parenting Group (under GIRFEC and Multi Agency approaches) for local 
partners/stakeholders in Perth and Kinross to ensure we all understand the guidance and 
duties associated with Corporate Parenting legislation and for consistency in drafting our 
Corporate Parenting plans. 
 
Moreover, Perth College UHI have continued to refine our own internal provision, practice 
and processes:  recent changes have been made in funding areas, residences, application 
processes (ie selection and recruitment processes) and in our careers guidance and pre-
exit support.  Our Induction also includes a bespoke 'Get ready for College Course (GRFC) 
that includes applicants from care experienced backgrounds prepare for and adapt to life at 
College. 
 
Finally, over the last few years we have made increasing efforts to collate and record data 
on Care Experienced Groups (see tables) our aim is to use this data to identify issues and 
areas to improve.  We also contact current care experienced students on an annual basis 
(before the end of their course each year) for specific feed-back on their overall experience 
as a student form a care experienced background – to gather information to help us 
improve and inform our aims and future changes. 
 

Publishing and Reviewing the Plan 
 
The Perth College UHI Corporate Parenting Plan will be published and available on the 
Perth College UHI Website.  The plan will be highlighted and discussed through the CMT 
Committee, QEC Committee and through the Academic Affairs Committee and a copy will 
be signed off by our Board of Management, a copy will also be sent to our Student 
Association (PCSA) and Engagement Committee. 
 
Further to this, a copy of the plan will be sent to the local authority's 'Corporate Parenting 
Group' and the 'Looked After Strategic Forum' both of which are chaired and led by Perth 
Council as part of the Multi-agency and GIRFC approaches locally.  Perth College UHI are 
members of these groups and our Corporate Parenting Plan will contain themes common to 
the members and stakeholders in these local strategic groups.  I would expect specific 
these same themes to appear in all the Plans of all the members in the multi-agency 
partnership. 
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Moreover, a copy of this completed plan will be submitted to the Scottish Funding Council, 
as directed,  and will play a key role in any new Access and Inclusion strategy (required by 
the College Sector) produced by Perth College UHI in the near future.  The information in 
this plan is informative (albeit it is a record of a Perth College UHI at a point in time) and is 
open to use and available to anyone; however it is also a statement of intent.  The data 
collected and highlighted, both currently and, in future years will be used as part of the 
formal evaluation of our progress for those form Care Experienced backgrounds.  This 
evaluation will include elements of our operations, practice, processes and protocol.  In 
short, the data will be used to highlight progress made and progress to be made.  The 
report has a lot to offer and contribute to other key agendas for Perth College UHI:  such 
as, Admissions Policy and Procedures, Access and Inclusion strategy, Widening 
Participation agenda, ELS, Student Support and Equality and Diversity Strategies.  It will 
also have a bearing on College Student Experience measures and any contextualised 
approaches we use and adopt in future. 
 
This plan will be reviewed annually but reported on every 3 years to the SFC.  A copy of the 
report will be sent to the College Board of Management, SMT, and presented at CMT.  
Further improvements, changes and refinements will be made in light of the feedback and 
evaluation information and data sets on an ongoing cyclical basis. 
 

Review and Revision 
 
The plan will detail how Perth College UHI carries out its guidance and meets the duties of 
all Corporate Parents as set out in section 9 of the Children and Young Persons Bill 2014.  
It will include evidence that highlights how the College are meeting those duties and 
identified outcomes. 
 
Perth College UHI have a lot of knowledge on the care experienced group and are well 
aware the disadvantages and risks they face. 
 
We have national statistics (government) Who Cares Scotland, CELCIS.  Plus, information 
and stats made available at conferences and training sessions for all staff and practitioners 
and also through professional networking groups like those organised by College 
Development Network. 
 
We also have our own College based statistics; for example: 
 
 We record the number of those who disclosure a care background at application 

stage. 
 The number of care experienced students who then enrol and begin their course. 
 Comparative conversion rates with those from non-care backgrounds. 
 We record the early and later retention rates of those for a care experienced 

background with all others. 
 Number of enrolled students from care experienced background who go onto 

achieve their qualification-again compared to all others. 
 Destination statistics of all carer experienced students. 
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 Comparative destination stats data from those students form non care experienced 
backgrounds. 

 End of year survey (telephone survey) – on the general College experience of those 
students from a care experienced background. 

 In house feedback form students using various student support services, GRFC, 
counselling, PLSPs and other support. 

 
Regionally, 
 
 Statistics are available and shared as part of local multi agency groups.  ie – 

'Looked-After-Strategic Forum', number of care experienced young people leaving 
school, currently in homeless accommodation, known to Through- Care and After- 
Care and Youth Services.  We also have the stories and feedback of the students 
themselves and anecdotal evidence – and from staff interacting with those form care 
experienced backgrounds to use. 

 
Furthermore:  All College staff have had the chance to attend training sessions to make 
them more aware of issues that affect students and applicants form care experienced 
backgrounds. 
 
Later this academic year (2016-17) more specific training will be introduced as mandatory 
for all staff – this will be through an online format.  This will be Level 1 (awareness raising) 
training for all staff.  Level 2 and 3 training will be undertaken by staff who work more 
regularly with students from care experienced backgrounds, have this group as a specific 
remit and for those who have a role to play either operationally or strategically. 
 
Ongoing evaluation and consideration will be required to implement and monitor the 
support needs of this student group as we progress year on year. 
 
Details of how Perth will meet its duties as Corporate Parents are laid out more specifically 
in the grid section of this document. 
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Perth College UHI – Corporate Parenting Action Plan (Draft) 

Area Criteria Current Activities Actions Owner Timescale Projected 
Outcomes 

Corporate 
Parenting 
Duty 

Progress 

Management 
and Delivery 
of plan/ 
outcomes 
 

Continuous 
enhancement 
of provision 
for care 
experienced 
students. 

Perth College UHI have 
been proactive in its work 
with those from care 
experienced 
backgrounds.  The 
College made a 
commitment to improve 
things for those from 
looked after 
backgrounds; and have 
developed, processes, 
systems and staff over a 
number of years as part 
of that commitment and 
in preparation towards 
gaining the Buttle trust 
Quality Mark Award in 
2012.  This work 
continued thereafter and 
is still ongoing, but it now 
falls under our corporate 
parenting duties we have 
as a college/university.  
Our current remit and 
commitment to those 
from care experienced 
backgrounds includes a 
more strategic approach 
in partnership with 

Perth College UHI will 
continue to be 
members of the Perth 
and Kinross regional 
'Looked After Strategic 
Forum' and Corporate 
Parenting Group – 
chaired by P&K council. 

Senior 
Management 
Team (SMT) 
and Board of 
Management 
(BOM) 

Regular 
meetings 
annually 

Perth College 
UHI use a robust 
equitable 
admissions 
process 
regarding it is 
selection and 
recruitment of 
students.  The 
college will work 
towards 
introducing a 
contextualised 
system to be fair 
to those 
applicants from a 
disadvantaged 
groups or 
backgrounds. 

58:1 (f) to 
take action to 
improve as a 
corporate 
parent. 

 

Head of 
Student 
Experience 
(HOSE) 
Access and 
Progression 
staff 

A formal 
corporate 
parenting 
plan will be 
in place by 
September  
2017. 

All aspects of the 
corporate 
parenting plan 
are taken forward 
or implemented 
and supporting 
procedures and 
policies will be 
refined as 
required. 

58:1 (f) to 
take action to 
improve as a 
corporate 
parent 59 to 
prepare, 
publish and 
keep plan 
under review. 

Plan and its progress 
will be reviewed 
annually in May/June 
each year. 
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stakeholders locally 
under the GIRFEC 
framework.   

Consolidate and refine 
our quality monitoring 
procedures around care 
experienced students. 

Head of 
Student 
Experience, 
(HOSE) 
Management 
and 
Information 
Services, 
Quality Team 

Ongoing. We have very 
effective 
processes and 
practices to 
ensure the quality 
assurance of our 
work, we will 
continue to refine 
and amend to 
benefit the 
students. 

58:1 (f) to 
take action to 
improve as a 
corporate 
parent. 

Systems used to 
measure and monitor 
applicants and 
students from care 
experienced 
backgrounds will be 
reviewed regularly to 
ensure their 
effectiveness.  We 
will review the raw 
data on an annual 
basis. 

Set up a section on our 
website that explains all 
the support, help and 
assistance to Care 
Experienced 
Applicants.  Make 
adjustments to our 
application processes 
to ensure care 
experienced applicants 
get the best chance at 
securing a place. 

HOSE, ICT 
Team, 
Marketing, 
Student 
Services. 

From 
Summer 
2017.  
Ongoing. 

Comprehensive 
support for care 
experienced 
students in 
alignment with 
implementation 
plans. 

  A specific area of the 
College/UHI website 
will contain and 
signpost information 
and support pertinent 
to applicants who are 
care experienced. 

HOSS, 
Marketing. 

Sep 17. Demonstrate 
commitment to 
principles and 
actions outlined 
in the Scottish 
Care Leavers 
Covenant. 

58:1 (f) to 
take action to 
improve as a 
corporate 
parent. 

Perth College UHI 
signed the Scottish 
covenant for care 
leavers in Feb 2017 
as a part of a multi 
partnership locally. 

Continue to provide 
Enhanced Transitions 
for those from Care 
Experienced 
backgrounds. 

Manager of 
Student 
Support 
Team. 

August 
each year - 
reviewed in 
November.  
Annually. 

Applicants from 
a care 
experienced 
backgrounds will 
get the support 
they need in 
applying for and 
preparing for life 
at Perth College 

58:1 (a) to be 
alert. 

Increased applicants 
for care experienced 
backgrounds 
improved retention 
and attainment 
figures. 
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UHI.  Also, they 
will be referred 
as appropriate 
to other support 
as required. 

Use feedback from care 
experienced students to 
assist us to improve as 
a College. 

Student 
Support 
Team. 

June 2017 
Annually. 

The voice of 
care 
experienced 
learners is key 
to progressing 
and improving 
all areas of 
college life and 
all stages of the 
learner journey. 

58:1 (f) to 
take action to 
improve as a 
corporate 
parent. 

The college will 
engage with care 
experienced learners 
in May/June each 
year for specific 
feedback on their 
overall experience of 
Perth College UHI. 

Perth College UHI have 
a member of staff on 
the UHI Corporate 
Parenting Practitioners 
working group. 

Student 
Support 
Team. 

Ongoing. The voice of 
care 
experienced 
learners is 
considered in all 
areas of college 
life and all 
stages of the 
learner journey. 

58:1 (a) to be 
alert. 

Improved student 
experiences and 
student engagement.  
Informed proactive 
and provision. 

 
Provide staff 
training 
across the 
college in 
relation to 

Training aimed at all 
College staff has been 
delivered and is planned.  
Awareness raising 
sessions has been 
delivered to the Board of 

Deliver staff briefings at 
all departmental 
meetings introducing 
Corporate Parenting 
roles and 
responsibilities. 

HOSE, 
Transition 
Officer, 
Student 
Support 
Team. 

Ongoing 
from 
2017/18 

Increased staff 
awareness of 
challenges 
facing care 
experienced 
students.  

58:1 (a) to be 
alert 58:1 (f) 
to take action 
to improve as 
a corporate 
parent. 

Basic awareness 
raising sessions run 
each year-with 
updates when 
required. 
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Corporate 
Parenting. 

Management, Senior 
Management and to all 
staff through staff 
development days.  We 
have a named person to 
lead on Corporate 
Parenting (Head of 
Student Experience) and 
that role has been active in 
developing local strategic 
partnerships and in 
subsequent plans and 
training organised as part 
of a multi-agency 
approach.  Specific 
College staff have been 
identified and earmarked 
for more in-depth training 
(Transitions Officers and 
Support Workers) and all 
staff will undertake level 1 
training as resources 
become available via 'who 
cares Scotland' and CDN.  
We have very good 
relationships with local 
agencies eg- through-care-
aftercare services, Young 
Peoples Services and local 
partnership committees for 
care experienced children 
and YP. 

Sessions and updates 
on Corporate Parenting 
duties to be delivered at 
staff conference days 
and through regular 
sessions and 
communications. 

HOSE Ongoing Increased 
awareness of 
the actions 
needed to help 
raise aspirations 
and increase 
success and life 
chances of 
those with care 
experienced 
backgrounds. 

On-going each year. 

Level 1- online 
corporate parenting 
sessions developed by 
"Who Cares Scotland" 
to become mandatory 
for all staff and 
introduced to new staff 
at time of induction. 

HOSE, HR, 
SMT 

2017-18 Starting 2017/18. 

Staff working more 
directly with care 
experienced applicants 
and students to have 
more specific and 
additional training input. 

HOSE, 
PATS 

September 
2017/18 
onwards 

Academic Session 
2017/18. 
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Area Criteria Current Activities Actions Owner Timescale Projected 
Outcomes 

Corporate 
Parenting 
Duty 

Progress 

Raising 
aspirations 
and pre-
entry 
outreach 

Further 
strengthen 
links with 
relevant 
external 
agencies, 
stakeholder
s and 
partners to 
ensure 
comprehens
ive 
information 
and advice 
is available 
to care 
leavers at 
an early 
stage. 

Continue to develop our 
established relationships 
with our local partners in 
Schools and other local 
authority services.  Perth 
College UHI are 
members of the local 
'Looked after Strategy 
forum' and the multi-
agency Corporate 
Parenting group 
committee.  We work 
closely with through-care-
after care services and 
other relevant 
stakeholders locally.  We 
are also active members 
in the College Sector 
network groups. 

Enhance processes for 
declaration of care 
experienced status. 

HOSE, MIS 
 

Further 
development of 
positive 
relationships 
with the relevant 
partners to 
ensure the 
optimum level of 
support and 
awareness is 
provided to care 
leavers. 

58:  1 (e) 
access 
opportunities 
and make use 
of services 60.  
Collaborate. 

Shared processes, 
data sharing and 
protocol of 
partnership working 
locally. 

GIRFEC framework 
ensures that local 
strategies are 
structuring work plans 
around common 
priorities and themes; 
ensuring all partners 
work together and 
communicate. 

 
Nov-17 Greater 

understanding 
of local 
progression 
routes and 
support for FE 
and HE. Help to 
raise aspirations 
and increase the 
number of care 
experienced 
applicants to FE 
and HE. 

58:1 (d) to seek 
to provide 
opportunities 
58:  1 (e) 
access 
opportunities 
and make use 
of services 60.  
Collaborate 

Local Corporate 
Parenting strategy 
group- evaluate 
progress of key 
aspects of CP plan. 
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Care Experienced 
children and Young 
people as a group are 
discussed and included 
in the Perth and 
Kinross multi-agency 
child- protection 
committee meetings. 

HOSE 
attends the 
local Child 
protection 
committee 

Ongoing As above. 58:  1 (e) 
access 
opportunities 
and make use 
of services 60 
Collaborate 

Better client 
experiences and 
transitions for care 
experienced young 
people.  Improved 
collaboration and 
referral processes.  
Safer, less 
vulnerable children 
and Young people. 

   
College Transitions 
Officer works closely 
with schools and pre-
and post 16 agencies 
to identify care 
experienced young 
people who may 
need 'Enhanced 
Transitions' as part of 
a journey into 
College. 

Transitions 
Team, 
Student 
Support 
Team 

Ongoing 
each year 

Clear and 
encouraging 
information 
available for 
care leavers.  
Increased 
uptake of 
support 
services and 
possible 
increase in 
numbers of 
care 
experienced 
young people 
applying for 
courses. 

58:  1 (e) 
access 
opportunities 
and make 
use of 
services 60.  
Collaborate. 

Yearly beginning 
November the 
year before entry. 
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Engage with current 
care experienced 
students in College to 
help us produce a 
range of short online 
video testimonials 
promoting the 
benefits of college 
and support to 
others:  for use online 
for applicants. 

HOSE 
marketing, 
Equality 
and 
Diversity 
Adviser, 
Students 
Support 
Team, 
Student 
Union 

For 
2018/19 
cycle 

Engage those 
students with 
the experience 
in College to 
market more 
effectively to 
others. 

58:  1 (e) 
access 
opportunities 
and make 
use of 
services 58:  
1 (f) take 
action to 
improve as a 
corporate 
parent. 

Start to identify 
students in college 
2017/18. 

Set up a section or 
separate page on our 
application 
site/student services 
web page that 
explains all the 
support, help and 
amendments we 
make to ensure care 
experienced 
applicants and 
students get the best 
chance at securing a 
place. 

HOSE, 
Marketing, 
E and D 
adviser 

For 
2018/19 
cycle 

Applicants 
form care 
experienced 
backgrounds 
are aware of 
benefits and 
support to 
them. 

  Applicants are 
more informed of 
their entitlements 
and of the support 
available. 
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Contribute to the 
'bucket list' originally 
compiled in (2016) by 
'Fun young 
Individuals' group 
and passed to local 
corporate parenting 
group. 

HOSE, 
Student 
Support 
Team,  
Head of 
Creative 
Industries 

On-going Local care 
experienced 
youngsters will 
get 'a day in a 
recording 
studio'.  Perth 
College UHI 
has its own 
facilities, 
expertise and 
resources to 
accommodate 
this request. 

58:1 (d) to 
provide 
opportunities.  
58:  1 (e) 
access 
opportunities 
and make use 
of service. 

Contribute to 
improving the life 
of those young 
people locally, 
raising aspirations. 

Attend and develop 
links with appropriate 
Young Persons 
groups to ensure 
they know what 
College offers and 
the support available 
to help them at each 
stage of their journey. 

Transitions 
Team, 
Student 
Support 
Team 

01/04/17 
onwards 

As above. 58:  1 (e) 
access 
opportunities 
and make 
use of 
services. 
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Area Criteria Current Activities Actions Owner Timescale Projected 
Outcomes 

Corporate 
Parenting 
Duty 

Progress 

Identification 
of applicants 
that are care 
experienced 

Enhance 
processes 
for 
declaration 
of care 
experience
d status. 

Perth encourage any 
applicant to declare 
their care 
experienced 
background at 
various stages of the 
application and 
enrolment process.  
We are moving 
towards a UHI wide 
paperless admissions 
process-that will also 
allow for applicants to 
declare in one 
system which will 
also allow us to 
record care 
experienced status in 
SITs. 

Develop our internal 
processes to ensure 
that declaration at 
different stages ie 
application, interview, 
enrolment, to transition 
coordinator, to PAT, to 
ASN etc is recorded on 
SITs and on BRAG 
system. 

HOSE Aug-17 More accurate 
recording of 
care 
experienced 
status, 
improved 
systems, early 
intervention 
and 
awareness of 
those form 
care 
experienced 
backgrounds. 

58:1 (c) To 
assess 
needs 58:  1 
(e) access 
opportunitie
s and make 
use of 
services. 

Increase in 
number declaring 
care experienced 
background.  The 
focus will be on 
stressing the 
benefits to the 
students of 
declaring their 
care experienced 
status. 

Work with our multi- 
agency external 
partners to encourage 
care experienced young 
people to declare their 
status at time of 
application and/or at 
start of term. 

SMT, 
HOSE 

2017 
Onwards 

More students 
accessing 
dedicated 
support, 
benefits of 
disclosing are 
known to 
applicants and 
are positive. 

58:1 (c) To 
assess 
needs 58:  1 
(e) access 
opportunitie
s and make 
use of 
services. 

  

Increase 
information 
sharing 
between 
schools, 
social 
work, third 

Our Transitions team 
have excellent links 
with schools and 
other local partners 
re potential College 
applicants.  Student 
Services Manager is 

Transition Officer to 
work closely with 
schools and appropriate 
local authority partners 
to enhance information 
sharing (with care 

Transition
s team, 
Additional 
support 
team and 
Student 

2017/18 
Onwards 

Greater 
continuity of 
support for 
care leavers 
during and 
after transition. 

58:1 (c) To 
assess 
needs 58:  1 
(e) access 
opportunitie
s and make 
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sector 
agencies 
and the 
college. 

an active in a range 
of strategic local 
committees and 
groups that includes 
care experienced 
children and young 
people, for example, 
children, young 
people and family 
committee, corporate 
parenting group, child 
and adult protection 
committees (all part 
of a local multi 
agency approach). 

leaver's consent) prior 
to application/entry. 

Services 
Manager 

use of 
services. 

Work with social work 
department and third 
sector agencies to 
identify care leavers 
progressing to FE/HE 
and to identify needs 
(with care leaver's 
consent). 

Student 
Support 
team  

Ongoing  Early 
identification of 
potential 
problems 
allowing 
proactive 
support to 
improve 
retention and 
success of 
care leavers. 

58:1 (c) To 
assess 
needs 58:  1 
(e) access 
opportunitie
s and make 
use of 
services. 

Improved retention 
and attainment. 

Review access to and 
functionality of the SDS 
data HUB for 
identification and 
tracking of care 
experienced students. 

MIS/HOS
E 

Oct-17 
On-going 

Increased 
ability to 
identify care 
experienced 
young people 
applying to 
College, 
therefore 
enabling 
earlier 
intervention 
and more 
comprehensiv
e support. 

58:1 (c) To 
assess 
needs 58:  1 
(e) access 
opportunitie
s and make 
use of 
services. 

At present we can 
only access wider 
information from 
the data sharing 
HUB once the 
student has 
enrolled.  This is 
too late for raising 
aspirations and for 
supporting 
transitions.  This 
was discussed 
with SDS and we 
will be part of 
ongoing 
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developments to 
improve college 
transitions. 

Extend data sharing 
agreement to additional, 
relevant agencies. 

HOSE, 
MIS 

Sept-17 
On-going 

Increased 
collaboration 
and improved 
communicatio
n allowing 
continuity of 
care. 

58:1 (c) To 
assess 
needs 58:  1 
(e) access 
opportunitie
s and make 
use of 
services 60.  
To 
collaborate. 

Improved local 
referrals and 
working 
arrangements and 
improved 
experienced for 
care experienced 
groups. 
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Area Criteria 
 

Actions Owner Timescale Projected 
Outcomes 

Corporate 
Parenting 
Duty 

Progress 

Application Establish 
admissions 
processes 
that offer 
increased 
opportunitie
s for care 
leavers to 
enter 
FE/HE. 

 
Develop more 
contextualised 
selection processes 
for appropriate 
groups. 

HOSE 
Admission
s 
Manager, 
HOC and 
Depute 
Principal 
Academic 

Reviewed 
March each 
Year and 
On-going 

Admission 
processes that 
are designed 
to support 
widening 
access our 
selection, 
recruitment 
and decision 
making is 
contextualised 
where 
appropriate. 

58:1(d) to 
seek to 
provide 
opportunities. 

Agreement across 
network re 
contextualised 
admissions Feb 
2018.  To go 
through committee 
before acceptance 
and publication. 

Training of staff 
involved in 
interviewing and 
selection of applicants 
for courses.  Staff will 
be more aware of the 
bias nature of our 
admissions and 
selection processes 
and of their own 
judgements. 

APM, 
Admission
s and 
Funding 

On-going Admission 
processes that 
are designed 
to support 
widening 
access and 
are accessible 
and inclusive. 

58:1(d) to 
seek to 
provide 
opportunities. 

Build on Initial 
training started in 
March 2016- 
Ongoing training 
for staff especially 
involved in student 
selection and 
recruitment and 
PATs. 
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Ensure staff are 
updated on the needs 
and context of those 
with Care experienced 
backgrounds.  More 
staff awareness and 
understanding of the 
needs and life 
circumstances of care 
experienced 
applicants. 

SDD, 
HOSE, 
Admission
s and 
Funding 

On-going Admission 
processes that 
are designed 
to support 
widening 
access and 
offer 
contextualised 
process for 
those who 
need it. 

58:1(d) to 
seek to 
provide 
opportunities. 

Introduction of 
contextualised 
approaches 
attached to 
student selection 
and recruitment 
systems.  2018 
onwards. 

Pre-entry Plan and 
arrange 
early 
contact with 
care 
experienced 
applicants 
to offer a 
pro-active 
approach 
and model. 

Perth College UHI are 
active members of 
local and UHI 
corporate parenting 
groups.  Looked After 
Strategic Forum group 
is a local Multi- agency 
(GIRFEC) approach.  
Recently, a Perth and 
Kinross Corporate 
Parenting Strategic 
Group has been set up 
to work on and 
develop a consistent 
structured, joined 
approach to our CPPs 
as a region.  The 
Student Services 
Transitions Team work 
very closely with local 
schools and other 
local agencies 

Those identified as 
vulnerable by partners 
are offered a place on 
our 'Get Ready for 
College' course which 
helps prepare YP to 
adjust, cope and 
adapt to college life.  
This includes those 
form a care 
experienced 
background. 

HOSE, 
Student 
Support 
Team, 
SDS, 
Schools 

On-going  Care 
experienced 
students feel 
supported and 
are 
empowered to 
form trusting 
relationships. 

58:1 (c) To 
assess 
needs 58:1 
(e ) help 
access 
opportunitie
s and make 
use of 
services. 

More coherent 
approaches and 
practice across the 
region. 
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including those for 
young people 
identified as needing 
enhanced transition 
and support at College 
and care experienced. 

Provide 
timely 
information 
refunding 
for courses 
(FE and 
HE). 

The college will 
provide information on 
student funding and 
the specific 
arrangements and 
benefits we have in 
place for applicants 
from a care 
experienced 
background.  This 
covers bursary 
applications, 
hardship/discretionary 
funds, travel, SAAS 
etc.  Support and help 
is offered for 

Continue to promote, 
monitor and review 
service provided. 

Student 
Funding 
Team 

Annually- 
via the 
student 
funding 
team 

Care 
experienced 
students are 
aware of 
services 
available and 
funding 
available. 

58:  1 (e) 
access 
opportunitie
s and make 
use of 
services. 

Applicants and 
students are more 
aware of their 
entitlements and 
support available.  
Improved retention 
better student 
experience. 
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completion of all 
applications for all 
funding entitlements. 

 
Help to 
ensure that 
all care 
experienced 
students 
have 
funding in 
place prior 
to the start 
of their 
course. 

 
All FE applicants that 
declare care 
experienced status 
are given preferential 
status for the 
processing of 
bursary/discretionary 
payments.  Annual 
evaluation of 
mechanisms to ensure 
that all care 
experienced students 
that have accepted 
offers  have applied 
for relevant funding 
would help to further 
ensure that all have 
funding in place prior 
to commencement of 
their course. 

Student 
Funding 
adviser.  
Student 
Support 
Team 

Sept-17 Care 
experienced 
students have 
access to 
funding at 
commenceme
nt of studies. 

58:  1 (e) 
access 
opportunitie
s and make 
use of 
services. 

Offering a 
relatively straight 
forward journey 
and transition into 
College.  System 
and mechanism to 
do this phased in 
from  
August 2017. 
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Help to 
ensure that 
care 
experienced 
students 
have access 
to 
appropriate 
accommoda
tion. 

Perth College UHI 
have a working 
agreement to keep a 
small % of flats the 
student 
accommodation 
available only to those 
from a care 
experienced 
background.  These 
are held until the end 
of August if they are 
not filled they are 
offered to a wider 
group.  We have very 
effective links locally 
with housing teams for 
homeless and with 
residential 
accommodation for 
YP.  We also have a 
list of hosted families 
for those students not 
from Perth. 

  
Annually 
from 
April-Sept 

Accommodatio
n processes 
that help to 
ensure that 
care leavers 
are able to 
access and 
progress in 
education. 

58:  1 (d) 
provide 
opportunitie
s 58:  1 (e) 
access 
opportunitie
s and make 
use of 
services. 

 

Collaborate with 
Through care 
Aftercare services 
over financial and 
accommodation 
support. 

Transition 
Team, 
student 
support 
teams, 
residence
s team.  
Local 
Through 
care After 
care 
teams 

April-Sept 
each year 

 
58:1 (c) To 
promote the 
interests of 
those form 
care 
experienced 
background
s. 

Develop this 
intervention 
further.  More 
supported 
applicants, 
improved working 
practices and 
partnership 
working. 
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Area Criteria Current Activities Actions Owner Timescale Projected 
Outcomes 

Corporate 
Parenting 
Duty 

  

On 
course 
support 

Establish 
integrated 
support 
plans for 
care 
experienced 
students. 

We have developed 
excellent relationships 
with our local partners 
in Schools and other 
local authority 
services.  Perth 
College UHI are 
members of the Local 
Looked after Strategy 
forum and other 
relevant multi agency 
networks locally. 

Design and 
implement 
Enhanced 
Transition or  co-
ordinated support 
plans for care 
experienced 
students that are 
shared (with 
consent from care 
leaver) with PATs, 
academic staff and 
other relevant 
service providers.  
These will include 
ASN requirements, 
emotional, social 
and wellbeing 
strategies 
(SHANARRI) and 
educational 
outcomes. 

Transitions 
Officer, 
Student 
Support and 
Additional 
Support 
Teams 

2018 
Onwards 

Planned, 
comprehensiv
e, co-ordinated 
support agreed 
with care 
leaver and 
shared (with 
permission) 
with relevant 
staff. 
 
Increase in 
retention and 
success rates 
for care 
leavers. 

59:1 (a ) to 
be alert  
58:1 (b) to 
assess 
needs 58:1 
(d) to 
provide 
opportunitie
s 58:  1 (e) 
access 
opportunitie
s and make 
use of 
services. 

Process and system 
to progress this be 
discussed from 
2017 onwards. 
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Offer a 
series of 
meetings at 
key stages 
of the 
student 
journey to 
provide 
support for 
care 
experienced 
students. 

Currently only a % of 
care experienced 
students are in regular 
contact with the 
transition co-ordinator 
and Additional Support 
and/or Student 
Support teams and 
receive ongoing 
support and advice.  
Although accepting 
advice and support is 
always a student 
choice, it is felt that 
more students could 
benefit from 
appropriate 
intervention.  A hand 
symbol is used within 
the College BRAG 
system to highlight 
and identify those who 
have declared a 
looked after 
background.  Better 
and more timely 
signposting for 
students. 

Increase the 
number of care 
experienced 
students accessing 
regular support and 
using services. 

HOSE, 
Student 
Support 
Team, 
Additional 
Support 
Team, 
Admissions, 
Funding, 
PATs, MIS 

August 
2018 
Onwards 

Clearer 
identification of 
emerging and 
ongoing issues 
and needs.  
Increased 
wellbeing of 
care 
experienced 
students. 

59:1 (a ) to 
be alert  
58:1 (b) to 
assess 
needs 58:1 
(d) to 
provide 
opportunitie
s  58:  1 (e) 
access 
opportunitie
s and make 
use of 
services  
58:1 (f) to 
improve as 
a corporate 
parent. 

Mapping of current 
student service 
systems used (in-
house).  Long term, 
a mechanism is 
required to identify 
care experienced 
students accessing 
student support 
services.  Increase 
in retention and 
success rates for 
care leavers. 

All students who 
disclose a care 
experienced 
background will be 
offered a vocational 
guidance interview 
in College with one 
our careers 
professionals. 

Careers 
Team, PATs, 
SDS. 

Sept 
Onwards 
each 
Academic 
Year 

Students are 
made aware of 
their options, 
can discuss 
their long-term 
plans and work 
out their future. 

58:  1 (e) 
access 
opportunitie
s and make 
use of 
services. 

Improve overall 
well-being of those 
from care 
experienced 
backgrounds.  
Addressing the well-
being (shannarri) 
factors as defined 
within the 
legislation. 
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A hand symbol (or 
flag) will be used 
within the College 
SITS and BRAG 
systems to highlight 
and identify those 
who have declared 
a care experienced 
background.  The 
Brag system is 
used by both 
Student Support 
services and PATS 
and monitors 
attendance and 
performance of 
each student- this 
system will allow us 
to monitor progress 
of students closely. 

MIS, HOSE Ongoing Early 
intervention for 
those who may 
need it.  
Higher 
retention rates, 
timely support 
where 
appropriate. 

58:1 (d) to 
provide 
opportunities.  
58:  1 (e) 
access 
opportunities 
and make 
use of 
services.  60:  
collaboration. 

Yearly measures on 
retention and 
attainment.  
September each 
year and ongoing. 

Continue to monitor 
and analyse care 
leaver trends in 
applications, 
enrolments, 
retention and 
success.  Report to 
E and D, SMT and 
CMT committees. 

MIS, Student 
Services 

Annually. 
Evaluation 
included  
in Student 
Support 
Team 
Annual 
Report 

Improve our 
effectiveness 
and develop 
our practice 
and processes 
for those from 
care 
experienced 
background. 

  Improved 
destination stats 
and progression for 
students form care 
experienced 
backgrounds. 
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Area Criteria   Actions Owner Timescale Projected 
Outcomes 

Corporate 
Parenting 
Duty 

e 

Monitoring 
of plan/ 
outcomes 

Consolidate 
quality 
monitoring 
procedures. 

The College gather a 
range of data and 
Information on those 
from care experienced 
backgrounds.  The 
College plan to refine 
their systems for 
collecting data, to 
improve the 
monitoring of care 
experienced 
applicants.  The 
college will continue to 
track trends and to 
analyse the impact of 
our college 
interventions and 
practice.  The college 
will establish base line 
figures to inform our 
development and 
progress.  Reports 
and approaches set-
up as part of our 
Buttle requirements 
should now take the 
form of a Corporate 
Parenting report for 
government in a three 
yearly cycle.   

Monitor care leaver 
destinations post 
college at time of 
completion or 
withdrawal.  Share 
information via the 
data Hub. 

Quality, 
MIS, 
HOSE, E 
&D adviser 

At key 
points of 
college 
cycle 

Evaluation 
tools to review 
and enhance 
services 
provided to 
support care 
experienced 
students. 

58:1 (a) to 
be alert 59 
to prepare, 
publish and 
keep plan 
under 
review. 

Continuous 
improvement of 
systems, practice 
and provision for all 
care experienced. 

Establish a 
monitoring and 
reporting system to 
comply with 
government 
requirements. 

HOSE, 
MIS, 
Quality, 
E&D 
adviser 

Annual 
reports 

58:1 (a) to 
be alert 60 
to 
collaborate. 

2017 
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Information gathered 
directly from student 
surveys and focus 
groups is also used to 
review provision and 
make changes where 
necessary. 

Measuring 
progress and 
improvement
s 

We will measure 
annually any changes 
using our base line 
figures to help 
measure and analyse 
progress year on year.  
Especially- in key 
areas such as 
applications, 
enrolments, retention, 
achievements and 
destinations aspects. 

Use the same base 
line data sets year 
on year to monitor, 
analyse and 
evaluate key areas- 
applications, 
enrolments, 
retention, 
achievement and 
destinations. 

MIS, 
HOSE, 
Quality, E 
&D adviser 

Yearly 
reports 

Cross college 
planning 
based on 
measured 
change and 
performance. 

8:1 (a) to be 
alert 59 to 
prepare, 
publish and 
keep plan 
under 
review. 

Sept each year. 

A version of 
the corporate 
parenting 
plan will be 
published on 
our college 
website:  
highlighting 
to potential 
applicants 
the 
commitment 
of the college 
to those that 

Communicate directly 
with those the college 
aim to attract- in an 
appropriate format. 

Highlighting the 
benefits of studying 
at Perth College UHI 
and address the 
concerns and needs 
of those who are 
care experienced. 

HOSE.  
Marketing, 
Depute 
Principal 
(academic) 
CMT/ SMT 

From Nov 
2017 

Promoting 
support and 
provision for 
those care 
experienced 
backgrounds. 

59 to 
prepare, 
publish and 
keep plan 
under 
review. 

Nov-17 
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are care 
experienced.  
Also 
demonstratin
g how we are 
meeting our 
responsibiliti
es and legal 
duties as 
corporate 
parents. 

Gathering 
feedback from 
client group 
and service 
users/partners
. 

Feedback will be 
sought directly on an 
annual bias from 
students who are form 
care experienced 
backgrounds.  Other 
feedback will be 
gathered wider 
student surveys.  We 
plan to use focus 
groups for feedback 
on specific on specific 
aspects and provision 
and make changes 
where necessary.  
Further questionnaire 
will be drafted to 
capture the 
experience of college 
processes and 
approaches from its 
local partner agencies 

Make informed 
changes and 
planning to college 
provision using the 
experiences of those 
who have used the 
college directly. 

HOSE, 
Student 
Support 
Team, 
Student 
Records 
Manager, 
quality 

Annual 
feedback 

Getting it right 
for those form 
care 
experienced 
backgrounds. 

58:1 (a) to 
be alert. 

April/May each 
year. 
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and those advocating 
on behalf of 
applicants/students. 

Meet 
Government 
requirements 
for reporting 
and 
progressing 
Corporate 
Parenting 
plans/actions
. 

Formal reports will be 
drafted and sent to the 
SFC as required on a 
three yearly cycle. 

An annual review of 
the formal CPP will 
take place and the 
base line figures, 
along with set aims 
and targets will be 
formally reviewed 
and reported on 
each year and every 
three years to the 
SFC. 

MIS, 
Student 
Services, 
Quality,  
E and D 
adviser, 
HOSE, 
Quality 

Yearly and 
every 3 
years 

Adherence to 
government 
requirements 
in relation to 
Corporate 
parenting 
duties.  
Continual 
improvements 
and 
awareness of 
the needs of 
care 
experienced 
students and 
applicants.  
Adherence to 
internal 

59 to 
prepare, 
publish and 
keep plan 
under 
review.  64:  
to comply 
with 
relevant 
direction 
issued by 
the Scottish 
Ministers. 

Perth College UHI 
CPP plan will be 
published on the 
College website. 
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governance 
systems and 
Quality 
enhancement 
and assurance 
processes. 
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